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Abstract 

A computer program has been developed to calculate 
first-order thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) intensity 
from eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the dynamical 
matrix obtained within the harmonic approximation 
with an atom-atom potential function and the exter- 
nal Born-yon Kfirmfin formalism. It is applied to 
monoclinic phenothiazine and correction factors of 
Bragg intensities due to TDS contribution are calcu- 
lated and compared with the long-wave approxima- 
tion. A Fourier difference synthesis is performed in 
order to reveal the influence of TDS contributions 
in electron density maps. A least-squares process is 
carried out to obtain the changes in structural para- 
meters due to TDS contribution. 

Introduction 

The interaction between monochromatic X-ray radi- 
ation, with wave vector K, and an ideal crystal can 
be described by diffracted beams with wave vectors 
K', such that K ' - K  = G and G = 2~rH, where H is a 
reciprocal vector of the crystal (hereafter, we will 
refer to G vectors as reciprocal space, for the sake of 
conciseness), and this is known as Bragg diffraction. 
The effect of lattice vibrations, present at a given 
temperature, over the Bragg diffraction peaks is a 
variation, usually decreasing, of their intensities. 

Simultaneously, lattice vibrations cause the appear- 
ance of inelastic scattered intensity in regions differ- 
ent from reciprocal-lattice points. This intensity is 
known as thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) radiation 
and from a quantum-mechanical point of view can 
be interpreted as the interaction of incident photons 
with elementary excitation quanta, phonons. The 
interaction with only a phonon with wave vector q is 
known as first-order TDS and gives rise to scattering 
intensity at points that differ from the reciprocal- 
lattice point by a q vector. Similarly, interactions with 
more than one phonon are known as second-order 
(two phonons) and, in general, multiphonon pro- 
cesses. 

The knowledge of thermal diffuse scattering is 
important in crystal structure analysis and especially 
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in high-precision work such as electron density 
studies because experimental Bragg intensities are 
measured by scanning a small reciprocal volume 
around each reciprocal-lattice point and therefore a 
determined inelastic contribution is present in the 
measurement. There is no conventional experimental 
way of rejecting this intensity and energy discrimina- 
tion would be useless because changes in frequency 
are negligible. The most effective way is a theoretical 
calculation of TDS intensity by means of a suitable 
lattice dynamical model or in the long-wave (LW) 
approximation and its subtraction from experimental 
measurements. 

Basic theory 

The theory of thermal diffuse scattering is widely 
reproduced by several authors (Cochran, 1963, 
Maradudin, Montroll, Weiss & Ipatova, 1971; 
Cochran & Pawley, 1964) and we will present here 
only the main results. The first-order TDS intensity 
at a point S of the reciprocal space differing by q 
from a reciprocal-lattice point is given by 

dl~(S = G - q )  NS 2g-, Ej(q) 
dq - ~ ~  [F~(S' qj)12' 

where j stands for the different crystal modes with 
wave vector q, %(q) is the angular frequency of mode 
(q j),  Ej(q) is its energy (kBT in the high-temperature 
limit) and F~(S, q j)  is the first-order structure factor. 
It can be seen that modes with low frequency con- 
tribute more intensely, so if we are dealing with a 
molecular crystal, where internal and lattice modes 
are very different in frequency ranges, we can neglect 
the internal contribution and treat the molecule as a 
rigid body within the external Born-yon Kdrmfin 
formalism of lattice dynamics. In this case the 
expression for the first-order structure factor is 

FI(S, q j)  = ~ ~ {fk~(S) Tki(S) 
k i 

xs[e"(qlkj)+e'~(qlkj) x x(ki)] 

Xexp [iS.  x(ki)] exp [ iG.  x(k)]}, 

where k and i represent different molecules in the 
unit cell and different atoms in a molecule respec- 
tively, fki(S) is the atomic scattering factor of atom 
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ki, Tki(S) is the temperature factor (Willis & Pryor, 
1975) of atom ki, s is a unit vector along the direction 
of S, x(k) is the position vector of the centre of mass 
of molecule k and x(ki) is the position vector of atom 
i belonging to molecule k with respect to its centre 
of mass. 

Lattice modes can be obtained by solving the eigen- 
value equation as the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of the dynamical matrix D(q) (Born & Huang, 1968; 
Maradudin & Vosko, 1968), which yields 6Z modes 
for a given q, Z being the number of molecules in 
the unit cell; 

D(q)U(q) = ~o2(q)U(q) 

using mass-weighted external coordinates and local 
coordinate systems coinciding with the principal 
inertia axes of each molecule, e't(q[kj) and e'r(qlkj) 
are the mass-unweighted components, translational 
and rotational, of (q j)  lattice mode displacements 
relative to molecule k and can be obtained as 

e't(ql k j )=  m(k)-'/2e~(qlkj) 

e~(qlkj) --- I-~/2(k)e~(qlkj), 

where c~ means x, y and z components, re(k) is the 
mass of molecule k, I~(k) is theprincipal  inertial 
moment of k along direction a and e(qlkj) is an 
eigenvector of the dynamical matrix normalized to 
unity. 

The intensity in Bragg peaks corresponding to elas- 
tic scattering is given by 

/Bragg(G) = [(27r)3/Vc]NIF(G)I 2, 

where V¢ is the unit-cell volume, F(G) the structure 
factor 

F(G) = ~ Y'. fk, (G) Tk,(G ) exp { iG. Xk(i)} 
k i 

and Xk(i) is the position of atom i situated in molecule 
k with respect to a fixed crystal frame. 

The most important contribution to the first-order 
TDS occurs in the vicinity of the reciprocal-lattice 
points and comes from the acoustic modes, which 
present the property of having zero frequencies in the 
limit q -> 0. In this limit the long-wave approximation 
is applicable (Born & Huang, 1968), where the rela- 
tion between frequencies and wave vectors is linear 
and the polarization components of eigenvectors for 
the different atoms in the unit cell are real and equal 
and depend only on the wave-vector direction. This 
implies that rotational components are zero in the 
external formalism. Using this approximation, the 
first-order TDS intensity adopts the following sim- 
plified form: 

d I , ( S = G - q )  NS2IF(G)I2~--, Ejq) -- ~ ~ iS. e'gW(qj)} 2. 
dq 

J ~ c  

In this limit, crystal waves are elastic, they can be 

obtained from the elastic constants of the crystal, and 
are the most common source of information about 
diffuse scattering near the reciprocal-lattice points. 

Method of calculation 

In this work the monoclinic variety of phenothiazine 
was chosen as a subject of our study because an 
atom-atom potential model described in a previous 
paper (C'riado, Conde & Mfirquez, 1984) has been 
successful in the calculation of the thermal crystallo- 
graphic parameters at 300 K for this compound, in 
good agreement with experimental ones. 

We have written a Fortran program that calculates 
the first-order TDS intensity at any point of reciprocal 
space. It uses a previously written program (Criado, 
Conde & Mfirquez, 1984), which obtains the disper- 
sion curves of a molecular crystal using an atom-atom 
potential function in the form V(r )=-A / r6+B 
exp ( -  Cr), together with the thermal crystallographic 
parameters and the temperature factors. Eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix can be 
obtained for sufficiently dense sampling through the 
Brillouin zone and are stored on a magnetic tape. 
From these data, the program can calculate the first- 
order structure factor and the TDS intensity for any 
point in the reciprocal space. A long-wave approxi- 
mation has also been set up in the LWD version 
(Kroon & Vos, 1979), i.e. using the LW expressions 
but utilizing the true values of toj(q) given by the 
lattice-dynamics calculations. 

Atomic scattering factors were taken from Inter- 
national Tables for X-ray Crystallography (1974) and 
a polynomial interpolation procedure was employed. 
The Brillouin zone was sampled by dividing each 
basic reciprocal vector into 25 parts, and storing the 
eigenvalues and vectors of the dynamical matrix for 
half a Brillouin zone, since the other half can be 
obtained through the time-reversal relations 
(Venkataraman & Sahni, 1970) 

w(q) = to(-q) 

e(q) = e*(-q). 

The calculated lattice-dynamical crystallographic 
parameters at 300 K and the energy-minimized crystal 
configuration (Criado, Conde & Mfirquez, 1984) were 
also stored. 

Results 

First-order TDS intensity 

In Fig. 1, we present the calculated first-order TDS 
intensity along the symmetry direction b*, where, 
following the nomenclature of Kroon & Vos (1979), 
EX is the exact lattice-dynamical value calculated 
from the 12 dispersion branches and LWD is the 
value calculated in the long-wave approximation 
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allowing for dispersion. Divergent behaviour can be 
seen near the reciprocal-lattice points due to the 
acoustic contribution, though its integral over a 
volume is finite. The decrease of II(TDS) with S is 
due to the contribution of the temperature factor in 
the first-order structure factor, which counteracts the 
S 2 behaviour. In Fig. 2, the intensity through a chosen 
reflection along b* is separated into acoustic and 
optical contributions, the optical contribution being 
approximately constant through the reciprocal-lattice 
point, and the LWD approximation attains identical 
values to those of the EX calculation for points near 
the reciprocal points. The well behaviour of the 
optical contribution may originate from the fact of 
the higher frequencies in the centre of the Brillouin 
zone with respect to the zone frontier in optical 
branches, considering the average over all branches 
and directions. 

Bragg intensities first-order correction factors 

When a given volume around a reflection is 
scanned, the non-uniform character of the TDS 
intensity means that its contribution is not cancelled 
with the measurement of the background and a net 
intensity is added to the Bragg contribution. This net 
intensity can be calculated by (Willis & Pryor, 1975) 

y _ Vp(G______~) f It(S) dS, It(G) = /l(S) dS Vb(G) 

VptG) Vb(G) 

where Vb(G) and Vp(G) are the volumes scanned in 
reciprocal space to measure the background and the 
peak contributions. These volumes are not equal for 
the different reflections, and depend on the kind of 
scan performed (Helmholdt & Vos, 1977) and on the 
orientation of the crystal with respect to the diffrac- 
tometer axes (Busing & Levy, 1967). We do not know 
these experimental conditions for the crystal analysis 
of phenothiazine (Bell, Blount, Briscoe & Freeman, 
1968) and we have chosen a constant symmetric scan 
volume consisting of a parallelepiped centred on the 
reflection with seven divisions along each edge, i.e. 
7/25 of the corresponding basic reciprocal vector. 
This parallelepiped has a volume of 46 pm -3 in H 

1 

I 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 S(27r 

reciprocal space; for the experimental conditions 
chosen by Helmholdt & Vos (1977) with an to scan 
of 2 ° the volume is 48 pm -3 for a reflection with 
s i n 0 / A = l . 0 A  -~. Thus, the present volume is 
sufficient to obtain a good approximation to a prac- 
tical case. The background intensity has been calcu- 
lated with one more division on each side along a*. 
The functional form of first-order TDS depends, in 
the long-wave limit, on q-2, so a problem arises when 
we calculate the integral of the element centred on 
the origin. For calculating this contribution, the 
method of Kroon & Vos (1978), used by us in the 
calculation of thermal parameters for phenothiazine 
(Criado, Conde & M~irquez, 1984), has been utilized, 
where the q ~ 0 element contribution is obtained from 
those of the surrounding elements and an empirical 
factor r/, which multiplies this contribution, is intro- 
duced to correct numerical errors. This parameter 
was found to be 77 = 1.38. Nevertheless, in TDS calcu- 
lation, this integral is not extended to the whole 
Brillouin zone, and each parallelepiped is divided into 
a small number of volume elements, so r/ must be 
adjusted to the number of divisions used. The adjust- 
ment has been performed to calculate the integral of 
q-2 over a parallelepiped with dense sampling, using 
the same process with a sampling of (2n + 1 ) divisions 
along each side and comparing results. In Table 1 we 
can see r/ values for different values of n, the n = oo 
value corresponds to the one used in thermal par- 
ameters and the n - - 0  value to the correction to be 
applied to the contribution of a sphere inscribed in 
the q = 0 element to obtain the contribution of this 
element. 

In this way we have calculated optical and acoustic 
contributions at 300 K to measured intensities for a 
set of chosen reflections, which are shown in Table 
2, together with the structure factors. It can be 
observed, in agreement with Fig. 2, that the optical 
contribution is very small because the peak contribu- 
tion is cancelled with background measurement and, 
practically, the contribution arises from acoustic 
modes. The negative value of l~(opt) is related to the cToil/ 

~LWD 

5"5 6"0 6-5 S(2~r/b) 

Fig. 1. Calculated first-order TDS intensity along b*. Fig. 2. Acoustic and optical contributions to a reflection along b*. 
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Table 1. Empircal factor T! as a function o f  sampling 
density 

n rl 

0 1.19 
2 1.48 
3 1.34 
4 1.35 

co 1.38 

Table 2. Acoustic and optical contributions to Bragg 
peaks in units directly comparable with [F(G)I 2 

h k 1 s in  0 /A  IF(G)I 2 / l ( a c )  ll(opt) 

1 1 0 0.1074 266.2 2.794 -0.077 
1 - 1  - 1  0.1101 3737.0 42.68 -0-063 
2 - 1  1 0.1753 229.7 6.180 -0 .015 
2 2 1 0.2282 39.31 2.072 -0 .026 
0 3 1 0.2576 436.6 25.43 -0.037 
3 2 1 0.2756 69.91 4-126 -0 .032 
4 0 1 0.2833 577.4 40.91 -0 .094  
2 - 4  - 1  0.3609 18.70 2.236 -0-009 
4 - 3  2 0.3981 282.9 37-85 -0 .024 
3 3 4 0-4037 61-61 8-123 -0-028 
6 1 1 0.4236 12-41 2-087 -0 .066 
3 - 5  - 2  0.4651 33-60 6.576 -0 .009 
7 - 2  - 3  0.4786 29.49 6.969 -0.033 
8 2 - 1  0.5474 14.68 4.446 -0.025 
6 - 4  2 0.5512 5.785 1-563 -0.018 
7 5 - 1  0.6398 6.329 2.326 -0 .002 

- 5  6 - 3  0.6438 5.618 2.013 -0.003 
5 6 5 0.6857 1.251 0.501 -0 .006 

12 0 0 0.7981 0-0842 0-0472 -0 .002 
- 8  7 7 0.8047 0.9212 0.5785 -0.001 

7 7 7 0.8765 0.3885 0.2423 -0.001 
0 0 20 0-9722 0.00032 0-00027 -0 .000 

well behaviour of the optical contribution through 
the Bragg reflection. 

Correction of experimental intensities is usually 
made with a correction factor a~(G) defined as the 
ratio between TDS contribution and Bragg contribu- 
tion, so that 

I e x p ( G )  = I B r a g g ( G ) {  1 q- a , ( G ) } .  

In Table 3 we show factors al(G) calculated for a set 
of reflections using the exact calculation and the 
approximation LWD, and we can observe that, for 
large diffraction angles, the TDS contributio'n is 
important when compared with Bragg intensity and, 
on the other hand, correction factors calculated using 
the LWD approximation are very close to the exact 
values. This indicates that inside the parallelepiped 
the LW approximation holds, as can be seen in Fig. 
3, which represents the deviation of the acoustic 
modes from the limit q<< along b*, where the 
anisotropy of intermolecular interactions makes the 
crystal show different dispersive behaviour depending 
on the directioffs of the polarization vectors of the 
various branches. For 7/25 b*, the limit of the 
parallelepiped, only branch 3 (Criado, Conde & 

• Mfirquez, 1984) deviates appreciably. The deviation 
from the long-wave limit has been calculated as the 
absolute value of the product of the eigenvector for 

Table 3. Calculated correction factors a l (G) for  a set 
of reflections 

,~l(G) ~WD(G) 
h k l s in  0 /X  IF(G)I 2 ( % )  ( % )  

1 1 1 o- 1252 176.3 1-2 1.3 
2 0 3 0.2228 89.60 3.3 3.8 

- 3  2 l 0.2555 147.3 6-7 6.3 
3 - 2  0 0.2612 177.6 6.2 6.3 
4 1 0 0.2791 250.5 7.6 7.4 
i - 3  - 4  0.3148 240-9 8.8 8.9 
2 4 - 4  0.3937 149.2 14.1 14.4 
1 5 - 3  0.4451 5.274 17-2 17.7 

- 3  5 - 2  0.4875 19.04 20-1 20.6 
0 l lO 0.4934 71.65 19-4 19.8 
4 - 5  - 3  0.4984 6.633 23.7 23.5 
7 0 3 0.5248 i,968 23.9 23.8 
5 5 5 0-6260 4.913 34-5 32.6 
3 - 7  - 3  0.6272 5.214 35.7 35.8 
9 2 1 0-6365 0.5038 31.0 37.4 

lO l - 1  0.6588 12.96 41.9 42.3 
5 1 lO 0-6656 3.780 30.7 33.5 
9 5 - 4  0.7140 5.720 51.1 50.7 
6 6 6 0.7513 0.6240 42-8 46.9 

- 6  - 8  4 0-7806 0.8806 56-4 56.9 
l0 5 0 0.7875 0.2883 58.3 57.8 

- 7  - 8  2 0.8101 1-790 61.4 60-6 
7 8 6 0.9119 0.1041 70.1 70.3 
0 II  7 0.9879 0.0189 85.1 85-2 

a q vector and the eigenvector corresponding to the 
limit q << along the same direction: 

Dev (qjac) = [e(qjac). e(q<< Jac)l. 

Difference Fourier synthesis 

In order to evaluate directly the effect that 
measured TDS intensity has over an electronic density 
map, we have followed a procedure analogous to that 
utilized by Kroon & Vos (1979). We have taken the 
energy-minimized structure, from which dispersion 
curves have been calculated, as the true one and 
calculated the experimental intensity, taking into 
account TDS contribution, observed in a hypothetical 
experiment by calculating the factors al(G) in the 

DEV 
1.00 

0.75 

0.50 

0.25 

0"0 0"1 0"2 0-3 0"4 0"5 

q(2~r/b)  

Fig. 3. Deviation of  the acoustic modes from the LW approxima- 
tion along b*. 
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long-wave approximation so as to save computational 
time. We have considered 1026 independent reflec- 
tions, at 300K, with h < 1 0 ,  k < 8 ,  1<13, s i n 0 / A <  
0.6/~-I  and a l ( G ) < 3 7 % .  A Fourier synthesis 
( F O U R R  program; Stewart, Kundell & Baldwin, 
1970) with coefficients Fexp(G)-Ftru~(G), where 
Ft~u~(G) are the calculated structure factors of the 
minimized configuration, has been performed and its 
projection over a plane perpendicular to b* is shown 
in Fig. 4, where only positive density regions are 
represented, and black points correspond to the 'true' 
atomic positions. It can be seen that the effect of TDS 
contribution is to concentrate positive charge density 
around the atomic positions and therefore no impor- 
tant changes in atomic coordinates should be expec- 
ted but, simultaneously, the difference map yields a 
negative density zone surrounding each positive peak, 
as can be seen in Fig. 5, showing the profile along of 
the S-atom peak. This usually means an undervalu- 
ation of the thermal crystallographic parameters 

1A 

Fig. 4. Projection of difference electron density over a plane per- 
pendicular to b*. Contours are drawn at intervals of 0.06 e/~-2. 

i 
I.0 

Fig. 5. Profile of S-atom peak in difference map. along a in units 
of e A -2. 

(Buerger, 1960), because its effect is a reduction of 
the time-averaged volume corresponding to each 
atom and, consequently, of the thermal parameters. 

To verify this conclusion we have carried out a 
least-squares process ( C R Y L S Q  program; Stewart, 
Kundell & Baldwin, 1970) with the 'experimental '  
intensities from the minimized structure and lattice- 
dynamical thermal parameters, where, in order to 
reduce the number of variables, thermal parameters 
for H atoms have been kept fixed. 

~... {[Fexp(G)l- klFea,(C)l} 2 
G 

has been minimized and, after three cycles, changes 
in fractional coordinates were <0.001 for H atoms 
and 0.0001 for non-H atoms, within the e.s.d.'s in 
usual crystallographic studies. On the contrary, ther- 
mal parameters have decreased appreciably, about 
10%, and the variation is almost equal for the different 
atoms in the molecule. This indicates that the effect 
of TDS intensity is most important on the rigid-body 
translation tensor T, a result that agrees with calcula- 
tions performed by Kroon & Vos (1979). The scale 
factor k has changed from 1.00 to 0.997 and the 
agreement factor R from 6.4% at the beginning of 
the process to 0.02% at the end of it. 

The great influence that first-order TDS intensity 
has over thermal parameters can be easily explained 
if we consider that the first-order intensity varies 
roughly as G 2 and that the correction factor multiply- 
ing /Bragg is 1 + al(G) -- exp {al(G)} if a l (G)  is small. 
Therefore, the effect of TDS intensity is equivalent 
to an artificial temperature factor adjustable in the 
least-squares process, and practically no influence is 
present over structural parameters. Second-order 
TDS intensity is approximately proportional to G 4 
and, since it does not adjust to a temperature-factor 
functional form, it must be expected to have a greater 
influence on atomic coordinates. 

It is our aim in the future to extend this computa- 
tional method to the calculation of second-order TDS 
intensity and to study its influence on electronic 
density maps and structural parameters obtained in 
crystal structure analysis. 

This work has been supported in part by the 
Spanish Government through the 'Comisi6n Asesora 
de Investigaci6n Cientffica y T6cnica'. 
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Abstract 

A procedure to combine the information from an 
electron micrograph (EM) and the corresponding 
electron diffraction (ED) pattern is proposed. Here 
the ED data will be used to obtain a set of amplitudes 
of the structure factors, while the EM will be used to 
obtain a set of starting phases assuming the weak- 
phase-object approximation. A direct method is then 
used to extend the phase information from a res- 
olution of about 2 to 1 A. The efficiency of the 
procedure has been verified by the test calculation 
on the model structure of copper perchloro- 
phthalocyanine. 

Introduction 

The idea of combining the information from an EM 
and the corresponding ED pattern was first proposed 
by Gerchberg & Saxton (1971, 1972). They showed 
that the phase problem in both the image plane and 
the back focal plane can be solved by an iterative 
procedure. Later, Li (1977) reported the idea of 
improving the image resolution by the combination 
of EM and ED. Recently, Ishizuka, Miyazaki & 
Uyeda (1982) showed that, under the weak-phase- 
object approximation, improvement in both quality 
and resolution can be achieved by incorporating the 
phase correction method (summarized by Gassmann, 
1976) into the combination of EM and ED. On the 
other hand, the application of the direct method, 
developed in X-ray crystallography, to the image 
deconvolution in high-resolution electron microscopy 
was proposed by Li & Fan (1979). This paper 

0108-7673/85/020163-03 $01.50 

describes a procedure that makes use of the direct 
method in the combination of information from EM 
and ED. The method was tested under similar condi- 
tions assumed by Ishizuka et al. (1982). 

Method 

An ED pattern usually contains observable reflec- 
tions within a limiting sphere of 1 ~-~ radius. This 
implies that we can obtain from the ED data a struc- 
ture image of about 1 A resolution, which is consider- 
ably higher than that which can be reached by an 
EM. In addition, the intensities of the ED pattern 
from a crystalline specimen are independent of 
defocus and spherical aberration of the objective lens. 
Accordingly, under the weak-phase-object approxi- 
mation,* a set of high-resolution structure amplitudes 
of good quality can be obtained from an ED pattern. 
However, the structure analysis by ED alone is subject 
to the well known difficulty of the 'phase problem'. 
On the other hand, an EM can provide phase informa- 
tion corresponding to about 2 A resolution, which 
can greatly reduce the complexity of the solution of 
the phase problem. Hence, an improved high-resolu- 
tion image may be obtained by a phase interpolation 
and extrapolation procedure using the amplitudes of 
the structure factors from ED and starting phases 
from EM. 

* The applicability of the weak-phase-object approximation has 
been demonstrated by Unwin & Henderson (1975) for biological 
specimens and by Klug (1978/79) for an inorganic compound. 
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